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Pre-reading
Anonymous Access Draft
Pseudonymous Access Draft
Personalized Access Draft
Federated Authorization Best Practices

WG Consensus
The Anonymous Access, Pseudonymous Access, and Personalized Access Entity Categories shall be harmonized based on the decisions made 
around Personalized Access.
Authorization guidance shall be split out into a separate, descriptive paper and not be part of any of the entity categories.
The names should be "Access Entity Category" not "Authorization Entity Category" - 10 January 2022
We will not include assurance requirements to the Anonymous Access Entity Category - 10 January 2022
We will take out wording in Anonymous that Section 4 that requires proof while leaving in wording that requires documentation for Registration 
Requirements - 24 January 2022
We will remove the technical requirements for SAML2 and metadata refresh - 7 April 2022
Pseudonymous is done (modulo any changes identified as we work through personalized) - 20 April 2022
Federations should allow SPs to request multiple ECs - 4 May 2022

Agenda
Continue discussion re: requiring a graceful failover from Personalized to Pseudonymous, and consider what that means for the data minimization 
statement

Homework - group to consider what and where text should go in Personalized, and should consider how to clarify Pseudonymous to help 
reduce confusion and ambiguity.

Review draft slides for REFEDS 44
Review initial draft for authorization - Federated Authorization Best Practices

"I think it's important that a service that requires only the former but can do the latter be able to assert both. We should take care to 
author the changes to both of them to ensure that's sensible. It shouldn't worded so strictly that you have to pick only one."

Notes
If the SP should only request Personalized, and if the IdP only supports Pseudonymous, the IdP will respond with Pseudonymous even if the 
request is for Personalized. The SP will present a different level of service if it can't get Personalized, thus resolving the concern that the SP 
cannot operate with less than Personalized. It can, it just won't operate to the same level without additional action directly on the part of the user.
This won't work as well to fall back all the way to Anonymous, but there is a narrow use case where it might work depending on what the SP can 
handle.
If the IdP sets Personalized, it has to send all the attributes (like R&S).
Is it ok for an SP to both requests Personalized and Pseudonymous, so they can use Pseudonymous as a fall back? No. If an SP only has 
Personalized in their metadata, when they send an authN request to an IdP that supports Pseudonymous, the IdP would understand to release 
Pseudonymous.

This is similar to authN context class - you release the best available.
We do not want an SP to assert multiple categories. We discussed that GDPR would require the IDP to only release the lesser attribute 
set to an SP that asserts multiple categories.

ECs cannot cross-reference; we cannot build in dependencies.
From a technology perspective, this is simple. From a rule of data minimization, this is very problematic. You cannot send more than the least you 
can send, so you would only ever send Pseudonymous.

Pseudo-config in Shibboleth IDP:
If entityCategory == Personalized or entityCategory == Pseudonymous { release Pseudonymous attribute set }

If an IdP supports Personalized, I will release all the attributes. If I have Pseudonymous, I only release those. If I don't want to support 
Personalized, then I should release less, which means I still need to configure Personalized in my IdP. Either I configure two ECs and 
follow the rules, or only configure one and Personalized will never work.
The SP does require everything, but is trying to allow for a fallback flow.

https://wiki.refeds.org/display/~federated-user-6690
https://wiki.refeds.org/display/~federated-user-5681
https://wiki.refeds.org/display/~federated-user-1706
https://wiki.refeds.org/display/~federated-user-6616
https://wiki.refeds.org/display/~federated-user-14877
https://wiki.refeds.org/display/~federated-user-3146
https://wiki.refeds.org/display/~federated-user-43
https://wiki.refeds.org/display/~federated-user-1082
https://wiki.refeds.org/display/~federated-user-1420
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18oV4c9caEbj15eCvL6G8-PBBYr2muI333PC3BCdhknA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RKKoucztL02hP9qdRfCBJhCUPNIM_sGh8OJLlaN3URQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j3RELha7BMiykaFba3BTI3M6bkAu4dHmodDKw3x2uxo/edit
https://wiki.refeds.org/display/GROUPS/Federated+Authorization+Best+Practices
https://wiki.refeds.org/display/GROUPS/Federated+Authorization+Best+Practices


Given the intersection here of legality, policy, and technology, are we really going outside the role of the EC?
By adding the implementation text to Pseudonymous, one thought is that we make this more useful. When we discuss GDPR, we're approaching 
this from a taboo perspective and will cause us to stall entirely. Either we see the whole picture of the federation ecosystem or we only work with 
a minimal slice.
We're trying to solve a problem of not releasing attributes. Is there a different way of solving the fallback issue? Is this out of scope for the EC? 
The EC should subscribe cleanly to what it can do, not what to do if the EC isn't supported. The SP can't assert both because then they wouldn't 
know what they would get. Some SPs will filter if the ECs don't line up between the SP and IdP, and some won't.

If the SP isn't filtering on what ECs the IdPs support, they are going to have a higher rate of error presented to the users.
Next Steps

Heather to summarize the discussion and options at REFEDS 44
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